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Greening Up
Healthy soils, restored water cycles, increased 
biodiversity—these are some of the goals of what’s 
known as regenerative agriculture. And practicing, 
developing, and promoting it here in Santa Barbara 
County is the mission of the WHITE BUFFALO 
LAND TRUST, the nonprofit founded by Steve 
Finkel in early 2018.

The organization came out of the confluence 
of several threads, says Finkel, who grew up in 
Los Angeles, has a background in economics and 
business, and made movies promoting eco-travel 
before putting aside a lifelong interest in nature 
to work in real estate and the financial field. In 
2015 he and his wife, Lyndsey McMorrow, moved 
from a 100-acre farm in the Santa Ynez Valley to a 
12-acre avocado ranch in Summerland, and though 
Lyndsey’s health was declining, she was inspired 
by others in the regenerative agriculture movement 
to begin to apply those principles to their property 
in 2017. Her death prompted Steve not only to 
continue that work but to amplify it through WBLT. 

A lot has happened in just over a year. Finkel 
connected with Jesse Smith, a Santa Barbara native 
who was growing produce for restaurants and local 
chefs on a leased 50-acre farm off Route 150 until 
the Thomas Fire upended things. Smith signed 
on as WBLT’s director of land stewardship, and 
the avocado ranch became a demonstration farm 
for the nonprofit.  Since then, WBLT has triaged 
old trees on the property, added terracing, and 
planted cover crops. Sheep are being brought in to 
graze the weeds, and the transition to other appropriate 
dry-land Mediterranean crops like figs and persimmons 
has begun. WBLT is also in the process of starting three 
other demonstration farms—on one, 100, and 1,000 
acres—to show how regenerative agriculture works 

in varied parts of the county, with differing 
microclimates and crops. 

“Regenerative agriculture is based on 
global principles, regional practices, and local 
techniques,” notes Finkel. “We’re willing 
to make investments to lead. We’ve made a 
commitment to inspire others in the region.”

That commitment includes education: 
WBLT has developed a pilot program 
with Santa Barbara Middle School for two 
agriculturally oriented student electives. The 
nonprofit also maintains an adult speakers’ 
program, free and open to the public, three or 
four times a year at the group’s Impact Hub 
headquarters. There are “food, drinks, and 
talks,” says Finkel, “focusing on innovative 

land stewardship concepts.” 
Looking to the future, WBLT 

hosts workshops and field days 
for those who actually manage 
farms. “We want to train 
the next generation of land 
stewards,” says Smith, noting 
that so far about 40 people 
have participated who have 
influence over 10,000 acres in 
the region. 

On the horizon is a final 
part of WBLT’s core strategy—
bringing exemplary regenerative 

agricultural products to market. First up is a new beverage 
that Finkel promises is healthy and delicious.

He adds, “A lot of people who see what we’re doing 
say, ‘You’re moving so fast.’ But it’s like spring growth…
the right conditions come together.” J . T .
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WBLT’s flagship farm. Save the date for White 

Buffalo’s first FALL CELEBRATION at 

Sunstone Winery on OCTOBER 19. 


